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FOOD&WINE
The Vine Guy » Scott Greenberg

W
ine collectors tend to
gauge each other’s
“commitment” to
wine by asking two

essential questions. First, “What
type of wine do you collect?” And
second, “How many bottles are in
your cellar?”
Despite our somewhat competi-

tive nature, we frequently want to
share with our fellow wine friends,
even if some of us, usually me,
seem to be hanging on the lowest
rung of the wine cellar ladder.
But lately, many of my fellow

collectors have not been obsessed
with howmuch wine or even what
wine we currently have stashed
away in our private inventory.
Instead we are concerned about
the rapidly increasing prices of
collectable wines from around
the globe that are making it more
challenging to purchase wines
that we have been accumulating
throughout the years. And what
about wine enthusiasts that are
new to the game?What wines will
the next generation of oenophiles
find affordable in order to inocu-
late their collection?
With many 2010 Bordeaux

futures hitting stratospheric
prices, and California cult cab-
ernet sauvignons reclaiming
their financially affluent follow-
ing, finding value-oriented wines
worthy of stuffing away for future
consumption is still possible with
a little research. It is important
to note that the majority of wine
produced is meant to be consumed
soon after it’s released. However,
there are some wines that evolve
over time, developing complex tex-
tures and flavors that are worth
the wait. Here are a few worth
hunting down now for delayed
gratification. Retail prices are
approximate.
It took Aline Baly four years to

convince her father and her uncle
to make a still white wine from
their famous estate in Barsac,
France. Today, the 2010 Opalie de
Chateau Coutet ($29) is the first-of-
its kind dry white wine produced
in a region in Bordeaux known
predominately for dessert wines.
The wine, made from equal parts
of semillon and sauvignon blanc
grapes that are selected from just
a few rows of 40-year-old vines,
produces an elegant dry white
wine that sports crisp acidity and
stunning minerality. Flavors of
passion fruit and pineapple are
at the core of the palate, but addi-
tional notes of pear and honeyed
lemon fan out across the palate
and end with lingering hints of wet
stone. Aging potential, five years.
QPR 9.5
Several years ago, I wrote about

the age-ability of wines from Chile,
particularly those from Cousino

Macul. The 2010 Cousino Macul
“Antiguas Reservas” Cabernet Sau-
vignon ($15) from the Maipo Valley
is an incredible value and an inex-
pensive way to learn about how
wine evolves as it ages. Today, it
shows a hint of green peppercorn
that accents the red cherry and
dark plum fruit up and earthy
notes of black currant on the firm
finish. Buy a case and see what it
evolves into over the next 10 years.
Aging potential, 20 years. QPR 10
Another collectable wine from

the Southern Hemisphere is the
2010 Salentein Primum Malbec
($50) from Valle de Uco,
located in the Mendoza
region of Argentina.
This young beast
is produced from
grapes grown in the
stony soils of a high-
altitude vineyard.
Aged for 18 months
in French oak bar-
rels, its fragrant
bouquet of cocoa,
blackberry jam and
violets on the nose
melds superbly
with the flavors of
black cherry, dark
fruits and vanilla in
the mouth. Savory
notes and a touch
of espresso cap off
the ultra-firm finish.
Aging potential, 10
to 15 years. QPR 9
Tenuta dell-

’Ornellaia is one of
the most famous
producers of san-
giovese in Tuscany.
The 2008 Ornellaia
Le Serre Nuove ($50)
is the “second” wine
of the legendary
Ornellaia red and is,
indeed, a close sec-
ond. At one-fifth the
price, this wine deliv-
ers layers of dark
cherry, blackberry
and black currant
fruit that caress the
tongue in waves. The
balance between fruit,
acidity and tannins is
nearly perfect, giving
the wine weight and
richness while remain-
ing elegant. Sweet
accents of toasty oak
and firm tannins sup-
port the ripe fruit on
the impeccable finish.
Aging potential, 10 to
15 years. QPR 9.5

Note: QPR is a rating
system that compares
the quality a wine deliv-
ers relative to the price.
AQPR of 10 is considered
an excellent value.

What’s in your cellar?
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Blini with smoked trout, caviar and horseradish cream is an elegant hors d’oeuvre
that would be perfect for an Oscar night viewing party.

By SaraMoulton
The Associated Press

Watching the Oscars, like the
Super Bowl, has become almost an
unofficial holiday, an occasion when
tens of millions of us get together for
an old-fashioned TV-viewing party,
complete with abundant food and
drink.
But the two events require rather

different menus. The noshes on
Super Bowl Sunday would be a tad
too rustic for the refined experience
of the Oscars. An Oscar party calls
for slightly more elevated fare, and I
can think of no hors d’oeuvresmore
appropriate than blini topped with
caviar.
Back in the early ’80s, I worked

at a restaurant in New York that
served great buckwheat blini (basi-
cally, tiny savory pancakes) topped
with osetra caviar and creme fra-
iche. The blini recipe was pretty
involved, and not the healthiest
choice. The batter called for both
yeast (and the time it needed to do
its job) and whipped cream.
FormyOscars party, I wanted to

develop a simpler, leaner version of
that pancake, but I had a hard time
finding buckwheat flour. Instead, I
came upwith a flavorful alternative
using whole-wheat flour and butter-
milk. All I had to do was adapt one
of the zillion recipes for buttermilk
pancakes made with white flour.
Happily (if unsurprisingly), the

whole-wheat flour made the blini
taste subtly like wheat, which I
prefer to the blandness of a white
flour pancake. I also was happy to
swap in buttermilk, which is low in

fat, for the heavy cream we used to
use. In combination with the baking
powder and baking soda, the butter-
milk made the little pancakes light
and airy.
Be forewarned, though, this

batter is thicker than your usual
pancake batter. I managed to lighten
it up when I was testing it by adding
more buttermilk but decided finally
that doing so masked the taste of
the wheat. So I kept it as is. By the
way, be careful not to overmix this
batter; it’ll turn out tough. Better to
take it easy; it’s OK if there are a few
lumps in there.
As for toppings, I decided more

is better. The result is not simply
a tasty little pancake, but a tasty
little pancake topped with smoked
trout (or smoked salmon, if you pre-
fer), plus the caviar of your choice
(though I’m partial to the color and
pop of salmon roe), plus yogurt fla-
vored with horseradish and lemon,
and finally, at the summit, sprigs of
fresh dill.
You can serve these on a platter,

already assembled, or allow your
guests to build their own perfect
bites by wrapping the blini in a
cloth to keep them warm and serv-
ing them alongside little bowls of the
toppings. By the end of the night,
you might end up with an Oscar of
your own.

A healthy take on haute
cuisine— blini and caviar
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